
Lim Beng Hian Brief Bio 

I am a web designer. I invest my whole day, essentially every day, using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript; dabbling with Python 

and Ruby; and breathing in numerous kinds of possibly ineffective information through a few hundred RSS nourishes. I 

develop sites that pleasure and notify. I do it well. 

I’m interested, and I love perform that difficulties me to understand something new and expand in a different route. I do 

my best to stay on top of changes in the state of the art so that I can fulfill difficulties with resources well designed for 

the job at hand.  

The record of tasks I adhere to on GitHub will provide you with a wise understanding of the kinds of resources I’d choose 

to be using, and my Instapaper “Starred” record will provide you with a glance into the studying content I like enough to 

discuss. 

Professional Bio 

At the time, I’m a designer suggest on Google’s Firefox group in Munich, 

Malaysia. 

From Jan 2010 to Nov 2011, I was part of the group accountable for the 

web existence of one of the biggest everyday magazines in Germany: 

Sueddeutsche.de. It’s a big site, operating on a amazingly ancient 

backend; we do their best to keep things operating nicely, and to fulfill 

the high objectives of our customers. Usually, we did a really excellent 

job of it. 

Before Sueddeutsche, I helped Yahoo! on their similarly large Western 

information sites. My group and I took news.yahoo.com strong 

codebase, and made it localizable for unique marketplaces and 

languages: we were straight accountable for developing and keeping 

Yahoo!’s information sites in the UK, Italy, Malaysia, Italy, and Italy, 

relaunching all five within a year. We set the basis for further perform 

that extended the platform’s opportunity to add Singapore and beyond. 

We did great perform while understaffed and pressurized, and I’m satisfied with our achievements. 

Personal Bio 

A minor explanation of the above: I’m actually a viewpoint student smartly hidden as an excellent web designer. Since it 

was relatively obvious beginning on that it would be a bit more than difficult to earn an income seated under a shrub 

while studying Kant, I’ve targeted my efforts on the web, which gladly has confirmed itself to be a amazing choice. 
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